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We propose a theoretical protocol for quantum logic gates between two Josephson junction charge-phase
qubits through the control of their coupling to a large junction whose Josephson coupling energy is much larger
than its Coulomb charge energy. In the low excitation limit of the large junction, it behaves effectively as a
quantum data-bus mode of a harmonic oscillator. Our protocol can be fast since it does not require the data-bus
to stay adiabatically in its ground state, as such it can be implemented over a wide parameter regime indepen-
dent of the data-bus quantum state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant progress has been made in improving the
quantum coherence of Josephson junction(JJ) based qubits1,2

since the first experiment breakthrough in 1999.3 The coher-
ent interaction of two JJ qubits has been implemented and
the initial indications of their entanglement have been
detected.4,5 Even the demonstration of 2-bit conditional gate
of charge qubits was reported most recently.6 These develop-
ments have paved the way towards the realization of the two
important elements of universal quantum computation; the
ability to implement arbitrary single-bit rotations and the
controlled logic gates between two qubits. Various theoreti-
cal schemes have been proposed for quantum logic gate op-
erations of JJ qubits. The important measure of their success
depends on the proposed mechanism for a controlled cou-
pling between the JJ qubits. Most protocols involve the cou-
pling of each JJ qubit to an auxiliary data-bus(such as vari-
able transformer) and affect an effective coupling between
two qubits through the elimination of dynamic variables of
the data-bus.7–13

It is well known that the dissipation induced decoherence
is fatal to the effecieny of quantum computing. More gate
operations should be performed before decoherence happens.
However, to obtain the effective interaction of the qubits,
many existing schemes of the 2-bit gate7–13 require the data-
bus to be adiabatic, i.e., to stay in its ground state or a dif-
ferent pure state during gate operation, thus apply to just
weak coupling parameters. This leads to slow gates with long
operation times. In this article, we suggest a protocol capable
of efficient and fast gate operations between two charge-
phase qubits.2 As to be shown in detail below, our protocol is
insensitive to the state of the data-bus, thus is not restricted
to the weak coupling limit as required by the adiabatic con-
dition. In fact, the resulting strong effective coupling leads to
short gate operation time. Therefore more gate operation can
be performed before the dissipation induced decoherence
happens. Furthermore, all control parameters in our protocol
can be modulated within current experiments.

II. THE CHARGE QUBIT-LARGE JUNCTION SYSTEM

Our main idea is to construct a system of two JJ qubits
linked by a quantum data-bus of a harmonic oscillator with

the creation(annihilation) operatorâsâ†d. Each of the two
qubits is linearly coupled to this data-bus mode and de-
scribed by the following form of the HamiltonianHstd
= âF̂std+h.c. with a general forceF̂std= =b1stdF̂1+b2stdF̂2.

F̂js j =1,2d is a dynamic variable(not necessarily an observ-

able) of the j th qubit. It is known that whenF̂j commutes

with its own conjugateF̂j
†, the time evolution ofHstd is given

by

Ustd = expFio
k,j

mk,jstdF̂k
†F̂jGeastdaea* stda†

, s1d

where the expressions formkjstd and astd can be explicitly
obtained using the Wei-Norman algebra.14,15 The crucial ob-
servation is, under certain conditions, the qubit-data bus in-
teraction part of the above evolution operator is cancelled
and thus the time evolution can be simply described by

UsTd = expFio
k,j

mkjsTdF̂k
†F̂jG . s2d

Formally, the quadratic terms ofFj correspond to the effec-
tive nonlinear interactions between the two qubits. Clearly
our strategy does not require the state of the data-bus to be
adiabatic. Similar approaches have been adopted before in
protocols of quantum computing with thermal ions“16 and by
Wanget al.17

We consider a system of coupled charge-phase qubits as
illustrated by the electronic circuit shown in Fig. 1. Similar
systems have been recently discussed by Youet al.12 Our
idea works in the limit when the large junction(of capaci-
tanceC) stays at a low excitation or even a thermal state. The
same model with only one qubit was used to demonstrate the
progressive decoherence by us.18 Each of the Cooper pair
box is split into two small junctions of capacitanceCk8 andCk9
sk=1,2d that form a superconducting loop.Cgk is the capaci-
tance of the gate, andEJk is the Josephson coupling energy.
For simplicity we setCk8=Ck9;Ck andEJk8 =EJk9 ;EJk. If C is
much larger than all the other capacitances in the circuit,
then the Coulomb energy can be approximated by a nonen-
tangled form that has no Coulomb interaction between the
two qubits and the large junction. The total Hamiltonian con-
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taining the reduced Coulomb energy and the three Josephson
coupling energies, then reads

H = o
k=1,2

fEcksnk − ngkd2 − EJkscoswk8 + coswk9dg + EcN
2

− EJ cosu, s3d

where Eck=2e2/CSk, ngk=CgkVgk/2e, Ec=2e2/C, and CSk
=Cgk+Ck8+Ck9. Herenk is the number of Cooper pairs on the
kth island, whileN is the number of Cooper pairs on the
Coulomb island connected with the large junction.wk8, wk9,
andu superconduction phase differences across the relevant
junctions. They are related through the fluxoid quantization
condition around the loop u+wk9−wk8=2Qk and Qk
=pFxk/f0. Introducingwk=swk8+wk9d /2, we rewrite Eq.(3)
to

H = o
k=1,2

Ecksnk − ngkd2 + EcN
2 − EJ cosu

− 2 o
k=1,2

EJk cosSu

2
− QkDcoswk, s4d

now with the quantization conditionfwk,nlg= idlk. As is well
known for such Josephson junction circuit, whenngk=0.5
and whenEjk is not much larger thanEck, the linear combi-
nations of the two lowest charge eigenstateshu0li , u1lij for
each of the split Cooper pair box consist a good representa-
tion of a qubit. The two-level approximation has been veri-
fied in experiment.2

We now consider the “coherent” regime whenEJ@Ec. As
was found before in the study of quantum phase transitions20

and also some other references such as Ref. 12, the spectrum
of the low energy part of the large junction can be described
approximately by a harmonic oscillator. Within this approxi-
mation, we expand the above Hamiltonian aroundu=0 up to
Osu2d and obtain an effective spin-boson Hamiltonian

H = Hsgk, fkd ; o
k=1,2

fgksa† + adsxk + fksxkg + Va†a, s5d

where

V = Î2EcEJ,

gk = − S Ec

32EJ
D1/4

EJk sinQk,

fk = − EJk cosQk, s6d

and the quasi-spin and boson operators are defined as

sxk = u1lkkk0u + u0lkkk1u,

a = S EJ

8Ec
D1/4

u + iS Ec

2EJ
D1/4

N. s7d

The validity of this approximation can be verified through a
straightforward numerical calculation. In fact, we first calcu-
late the evolution wave functionuc1l, which is governed by
the approximate Hamiltonian(5). Then we compare it with
the exact wave functionuc2l governed by the exact Hamil-
tonian(4) to a sufficiently high precision in expansion of the
cosine function ofu [e.g., up toOsu6d]. In this way we
showed that, during one gate operation time(,10−10 s as
calculated in this paper later), the deviation ofuc1l from uc2l
is 10−4 at most.

III. TWO WAYS TO CREATE THE ENTANGLEMENT OF
QUBITS

This equivalent spin-boson system can be solved exactly
since the interaction termgksa†+adsxk commutes with the
free spin-part. For each spin eigenstate, thesxk acts as a
linear external force on the boson part. With the Wei-Norman
algebraic method,14 we find in the interaction picture

UIstd ; UIft;gkg = expf− iCstd − iAstdsx1sx2g

3 p
k=1,2

expf− iBkstdasxkgexpf− iBk
*stda†sxkg, s8d

where the time-dependent parameters are given by

Bkstd =
gk

− iV
se−iVt − 1d,

Astd =
2g1g2

V
S 1

iV
seiVt − 1d − tD ,

Cstd =
g1

2 + g2
2

V
S 1

iV
seiVt − 1d − tD . s9d

The first way to eliminate the interaction between the qu-
bit and the data-bus comes from the fact that whenBkstd=0,
the evolution operatorUIstd;expf−iCstd− iAstdsx1sx2g be-
comes independent of variables of the large junction. It takes
the canonical form capable of two-qubit gate operations.
Bistd is a periodic function of time and it vanishes attn
=2np /V for integern=0, ±1, ±2, … . At these instants of
time, the time evolution operator becomes explicitly as

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of two charge-phase qubits are
coupled through a large junction.
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UIstnd = expF− i
4npg1g2

V2 sx1sx2G ,

up to a phase factor expf−i2npsg1
2+g2

2d /V2g in the interac-
tion picture. This is equivalent to a system of two coupled
qubits with an interaction of the form~sx1sx2.

For a two-qubit system governed by a Hamiltonian of
the form gsx1sx2, one usually adjusts the evolution time to
realize an arbitrary two-bit controlled rotationUxxsjd
;expf−ijsx1sx2g at t=j /g. In our system, the evolution time
is fixed attn by the requirement ofBistnd=0. This is in fact
not a problem as experimentally one can varyg1 and g2 to
affect the desired rotationUxxsjd at tn. We note thatgi de-
pends on the external fluxFxk of the loopQk=pFxk/f0, so
it is easy to adjust to the maximum ofgk max=gksQk

=sp /2dd=−sEc/32EJd1/4EJk. The minimal time for one op-
erationtn min=2nminp /V is given by

nmin = 3 V2

2g1Sp

2
Dg2Sp

2
D4 + 1, s10d

wherefxg denotes the integer part ofx.
At the same time, we note that the free Hamiltonian part

H0=ofksxk does not vanish during the above discussed two-
qubit operation. However, it commutes with the interaction
term ~sx1sx2 and simply leads the evolution operator being

Uxxsjd = fe−ijsx1sx2e−iSfksjdsxkgeiSfksjdsxk, s11d

i.e., augmented by two single-bit operations withfksjd
=−EJk cosQksjd. Qksjd satisfies the equation

np

4V2S8Ec

EJ
D1/2

EJ1EJ2 sinQ1 sinQ2 = j. s12d

Alternatively the influence of the large junction on the
two-qubit logic operation can be removed by using two op-
erations in succession, a concept as presented recently for a
two-qubit gate on trapped ions.19 The two steps are described
as follows.

First, we evolve the system with the HamiltonianH for a
durationt /2. The evolution operator(in the interaction pic-
ture) is

UIS t

2
D = UIF t

2
;gkG . s13d

Second, at timet=t /2, we instantly reverse the direction
of the magnetic field such that a sudden change of flux from
Fxk to −Fxk occurs that leads togk8=−gk and fk8= fk. The
system is then driven by a new HamiltonianH8=Hs−gk, fkd,
with which we evolve for anothert /2. SinceH0=H08 and
HI =−HI8, the evolution operator(in the interaction picture)
becomes

UI8S t

2
D = UIF t

2
;− gkG = expf− iC8std − iA8stdsx1sx2g

3 p
k=1,2

expf− iBk8stdasxkgexpf− iBk8
*stda†sxkg.

s14d

The combined dynamics from the above two steps is now
described by the following evolution operator:

ŨIstd = UI8S t

2
DUIS t

2
D

= UIS t

2
;− gkDUIS t

2
;gkD

= expf− iM stdsx1sx2gexpf− iNstdg, s15d

where

Mstd = A8S t

2
D + AS t

2
D =

2g1g2

V
S 2

V
sin

Vt

2
− tD , s16d

and

Nstd = C8S t

2
D + CS t

2
D =

g1
2 + g2

2

V
S 2

V
sin

Vt

2
− tD . s17d

Again we see that after the above two successive operations,
we realize an effective controlled rotation of the two qubits,
i.e., Uxxsjd;expf−ijsx1sx2g can be realized by fixingQk

=p /2 or Fxk=f0/2 and for a timet satisfyingMstd=j. As a
bonus we find thatfk=0 in this case, i.e. the single-bit rota-
tion vanishes automatically during the two-bit rotation. With
both of the above approaches, single bit operations can be
cleanly implemented by settingQk=p or gk=0.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We now consider the implementation of our protocol in
realistic experiments. We note the typical time for gate op-
eration is

to =
2pV

g2 = r
2p

g
, s18d

with g to be roughly understood as the order of magnitude of
gk and 2p /g approximately the single qubit operation time.
One can increase the ratior=g/V to shorten these operation
times similar to other JJ coupling schemes.7–12 It is important
to emphasize, however, most of these other schemes are
based on an adiabatic evolution of the data-bus, thus are
limited to a weak coupling, or, a smallr. In contrast, our
protocol is not confined to the adiabatic dynamics, thus can
operate with a largerr for a faster gate. In fact, even when
the capacitance of the large junction is much larger than
the other capacitances, the ratiog/V can still be made large
with realistic experimental parameters. For example, if we
take EJ=800 smeVd, Ec=10 smeVd, Eci=200 smeVd, EJk

=200 smeVd, Fxk=f0/2,2,21 we findg/V.0.23, a limit may
be prohibited for other schemes yet works well for our
protocol.
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A key requirement for our protocol is the precise control
of the operation time, especially in the second approach
which needs a sudden switch of the magnetic field during
each two-qubit operation. However, the second scheme need
not to change the magnitude of the magnetic field but just to
switch the direction of it. Practically the instantaneous switch
never happens since each manipulation costs time. This will
bring certain errors to the desired operation.

Before concluding, we wish to remark that, although our
circuit resembles that of Youet al.,12 our operating scheme
and the underlying physics is different. The essential differ-
ence is that our gate does not require an adiabatic operation,
thus is faster.

In conclusion, we have presented an efficient protocol for
implementing controlled interactions between two charge-
phase qubits. We have discussed two alternative approaches
to realize our protocol. Our scheme seems to work over a
wide parameter range and is faster than most existing proto-
cols. From the experimental point of view, our protocol
seems advantageous as it only needs the control of one sys-
tem parameter, that is the external applied magnetic field. We

have adopted a setup involving charge-phase qubit, thus our
protocol is less sensitive to charge fluctuations along with
phase fluctuation.2 In addition, the Cooper pair box of each
qubit could be replaced with dcSQUID and the coupling with
the large junction can be turned on and off for further con-
venience. The circuit arrangement then can be scaled up to
larger number of JJ qubits with similar controls.

Since the spin-boson structure is quite common for many
kinds of Josephson junction entanglement problems, the un-
derlying mathematics used here may be generalized to some
other entanglement schemes, for example, with the nanome-
chanical resonator as a data bus to entangle qubits.
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